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Kasumi Ochi

Kasumi is an NPC played by Kai.

Sly
Species: Currently NH-29
Gender: Female

Age: Created YE 28
Height: 5'4“
Weight: 109 lbs

Organization: SAoY
Occupation: Spy

Rank: Chui
Current Placement: SAINT/Fifth Fleet

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'4” Mass: 109 lbs Measurements: C cup Build and Skin Color: Kasumi has very pale, almost
sickly grayish-white skin, and a fairly typical Nekovalkyrja build; she is curvaceous, and sports a
respectable bust.

Eyes and Facial Features: Kasumi has very thin, almond-shaped eyes that are green in color, her vace
is very thin and severe looking; she could probably stare you to death with her icy gaze.

Ears: Kasumi's ears are fairly small for Nekovalkyra ears, and are an isosceles triangle with the short leg
of the triangle being the upper edge of her ears. These ears are covered in black fur.

Hair Color and Style: Kasumi's hair is straight, black, and short. equally parted, it hangs to just below
ear level. her bangs are usually tucked behind her ears, to keep them out of the way.

Distinguishing Features: none, really.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Kasumi has an air of superiority about her. She is quite condescending, and very crafty.
Kasumi is quite willing to pull rank to get what she wants, and is used to getting things done her way.
She tends to complain, though she's subtle about it.

Likes: getting her way, prying information from others. Dislikes: being uninformed, being ordered
around. Goals: Find key intelligence to end the war.
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History

Family (or Creators)

Kasumi was created by SAINT for the specific purpose of being an intelligence agent. She seems to be a
loner, and has nobody she trusts enough to call 'family'

Pre-RP

Kasumi is a typical SAINT field agent, that being she is often on mission, commonly disguised, and has
been around the Kikyo sector more times than a Nepleslian hooker gets laid in a year. She has very
rarely been directly in combat, and most of her missions were information-gathering only.

Skills

Kasumi is skilled in almost every weapon ever fielded by the Star Army, and is very good at covert
operations, with or without powered armor. She knows all the typical skills a Nekovalkyrja must know,
plus she knows how to pilot most large craft with a little help, and she is very skillful at using computer
systems. her missions have caused her to learn a very large number of skills, mostly only to a low level,
but she is very flexible in what types of tasks she can be made to perform.

Character Data
Character Name Sly
Character Owner Kai
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Chui
SAOY Occupation Star Army Intelligence Operative
SAOY Assignment Squad 6
DOR Year YE 45
DOR Month 3
Orders Orders
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